
 
 
Team-teach holds & Ofsted - position statement from George Matthews, 
DIRECTOR OF TEAM-TEACH 

Re: Techniques and some OFSTED inspectors desire to have written 
descriptions in local policy. 

 

Position statement: Written v Visual & Verbal Descriptions of Team Teach 
Techniques:  

In addition to the information available in trainer manuals, Team Teach provides a 
visual and verbal commentary of all its techniques via the username and password 
protected areas on the TT web site. 

Written descriptions of techniques can be unhelpful and the reality is that the 
application of techniques usually takes place within a dynamic context and that the 
particular circumstance where such an application of technique might take place is 
best described visually. (For example: trying to write out, step by step, details related 
to a: “ two person graded hold in single elbow to chairs with help protocol”, would 
more than likely confuse even the most competent trainer who is already familiar 
with the mechanics involved! 

Therefore, we are more than happy for OfSTED and any agency or individual that 
has a regulatory, inspection or investigation brief to access the video files. A list of 
intermediate TT techniques can be found in the Green Workbook V2013 Appendix 1 
Page 48. Also, at the end of the summary intermediate and advanced evaluation 
forms. These can be copied and entered into a local policy with the username 
(lets04) and password  (teamteach) that allows entry to the Let’s Share area on the 
TT web site.  

Access to the visual record of the advanced holds should be supported by the 
supervision of an advanced level trainer, who can also emphasise the 
knowledge and understanding required, (see green document “ground 
recovery minimum safeguards” in order to use TT advanced holds). 

Clearly if legislation or guidance requires written descriptions (it may be worth asking 
the Inspectors where this is stated?) then we will support compliance and review this 
particular stance. 

 


